
E-90X
12V 96AH

The E-Guard E battery range is a sealed lead acid battery design 
(SLA) that is designed for excellent general performance. The 
contruction uses optimised lead calcium tin plate and pasting with 
an AGM seperator to achive the high rate performance within the 
standard size case. Gas recombination takes place withinh the cell 
and there is a one way valve to regulate the pressure inside the 
cell while at the same time managing any gas release. This allows 
batteries to be installed with or near the load equipment, optimising 
on space utilisation.

Battery Features
◦ Positive and negative plates with lead calcium tin alloy
◦ Superior energy density
◦ Operates at low internal pressure
◦ Internal gas recombination
◦ Usable in any orientation
◦ General purpose application
◦ Six month shelf life
◦ Six cells

Terminal Type: F12

Constant Current Discharge (Amperes @ 25°C / 77°F)

Constant Power Discharge (Watts / Cell @ 25°C / 77°F)

Dimension (±2mm) Weight 
(± 2%)Length Width Height Total

328    mm 171    mm 214  mm 218  mm 27.2  kg

Electrical Specification
Design floating life @ 20°C / 68°F          5 years
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Capacity discharge rate
     20 hour rate amps to 1.75Vpc           42.4 AH
     10 hour rate amps to 1.75Vpc           41.4 AH
     5 hour rate amps and Watts to 1.75 Vpc          16.2 AH / 33.2 W
     Nominal capacity (w/cell to 1.65 Vpc)                  303 W 15 min
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Short circuit current                     920 Amps
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Temperature limits  (will affect performance and life)           
      Storage             -20 to 60°C
      Operating             -10 to 60°C
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Charge regime @ 25°C
   Float charge         Cycle charge
      Voltage limit                13.6-13.8                          14.5-14.9V
      Current limit                <2 X C10 rate         <2.5 X C10 rate
             for 15-20 hours
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Effect of temperature on capacity 
      40°C   104%
      25°C   100%
      0°C   82%
      -15°C   70%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Self-discharge
 3% of capacity declined per month @ 25°C

Typical applications
◦ Short standby UPS
◦ UPS standby
◦ Emergency lighting
◦ Plant back-up



E-90X
12V 96AH / 20 hrs
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